Modernization in Manufacturing:
Realize the business value of IT
optimization and innovation
WHITEPAPER
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The importance
of modernizing

MENU

It’s no great secret that modernizing IT systems and processes can deliver many crucial
benefits, including revenue growth and the streamlining of business operations. When it
comes to digital transformation, the ability to both modernize existing IT and integrate
new technology is essential.

The more ambitious organizations will know

Accomplish this, and you’ll be on your way to

A new IT vision is also required, one that

that transitioning can help them become faster

effecting positive change when it comes to the

combines applications, intelligent platforms,

and smarter in day-to-day operations, as well

mentality and productivity of your teams.

and inter-connected ecosystems. One that
also understands the difference between

as decision making and delivery. Companies
that fail to modernize risk falling behind

To navigate the new digital era, two

modernization and transformation - in order

their market competitors. Overcoming the

approaches to IT are required: optimize

to understand which option makes more

how you manage and maintain your core

sense for your business.

challenges associated with implementing an
IT modernization strategy is a vital first step.

IT system and, at the same time innovate
by experimenting with new technology.

IT modernization centers around the concept of
upgrading technology.
That may include the adoption of new software
or platforms driving tangible benefits such as
improved end-user experience, faster response
times, quicker fixes and increased uptime.
Largely executed to streamline business
operations and infrastructure, modernization
is usually based on long-term gains and may
translate into relying less on expensive, complex
legacy systems that are difficult to maintain.
Digital transformation on the other hand, requires
a more holistic view of the business accounting
for many potential variables. Organizations tend
to benefit from creating a new set of core values
and a strategic roadmap based on change, as well
as utilizing the 4Ps (People, Process, Policy, and
Platform).
To achieve the greatest impact, your roadmap
must be aligned to your overall business goals
when it comes to increasing revenue. In addition,
new ways of working and interacting will form part
of a wider culture change, essential for successful
transformation.
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IT Modernization vs
Digital Transformation
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The key challenges of IT modernization
The App explosion

Such sophistication when it comes to

As the manufacturing sector stands

With the use of so many apps, businesses

technology is able to create new business

on the cusp of its greatest

could face serious threat when it comes to IT

models that some companies simply can’t

transformation, it’s critical that

protocols and business information security.

keep up with.

your technology platform is

As the inventory of apps and software grows,

integrated, intelligent, user-

so too does the call for organizations to better

In light of this, business leaders must remain

friendly, scalable and secure.

manage shadow IT in order for modernization

aware of, and prepare for upcoming disruptors

to be effective.

that have the potential to challenge their

As traditional markets are being

market position.

disrupted and turned upside down

That includes gaining an understanding of

by supply chain delays and

your teams and customers. How do they prefer

innovative entrants, new markets

to communicate? How and when do they like

are being built, and the

to work? These answers will help increase

competition – always fierce – is

user adoption rates and deliver a service that

intensifying.

meets the needs of your customers.
A new wave of disruptors
Big Data, the Internet of Things, and
Artificial Intelligence (AI) are disrupting the
market across all industry sectors. As these
technologies gather momentum, according
to CIO Today, two-thirds of executives believe
that 40% of Fortune 500 companies will be
gone in the next decade.3

Even with a
modernization strategy
underway, it’s imperative
to stay updated with
the latest innovations,
regulations and industry
news.
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New Data Security Regulations
One of the most recent obstacles in the path

Lack of compliance could result

of IT modernization is the new GDPR regulations.

in fines into the millions of Euros,
potentially costing a business their

Organizations unprepared for the new regulations

ability to operate. Ensuring your

could find themselves in serious trouble. Gone are

security strategy is updated and

the days when you could simply gather data for

in line with the new EU regulation

marketing use, meaning companies need to up

should be top of your agenda before

their compliance game and the IT department is

embarking on any modernisation

key to making this happen.

journey.

Cyber Attack Sophistication
Cyber attacks are sophisticated enough to handle
even the most modern of systems.
This year, it is predicted that businesses will invest
billions on security for digital assets. IT
modernization strategies should therefore include
preparation for potential breaches, including any
new technology being considered, with IT security
protocols that are quickly adaptable and
constantly evolving.
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Realizing the business value

While some organizations strive to achieve full

Investing in new technology has well-

agility by improving procurement and delivery

digital transformation, others may just need to

recognised business benefits as well as short

of IT resources.

modernize. Strategy should all come down to

and long-term operational advantages.
In addition, efficiency of IT teams can be

individual business objectives. In either case,
investing in modern IT presents a wealth of
potential advantages and new opportunities:

• 57% of SME’s cite improved internal
efficiency as the greatest benefit of

For those businesses that undergo

increased, by minimizing the time needed for

modernisation, the value of their initiative

daily IT infrastructure, security, and support

impacts well beyond their ability to drive

work.

innovation. Let’s take a closer look at what
can be achieved:

Minimized Technical debt
Along with IT budgets, organizations that

digital economy investments4

• 32% businesses freed up annual IT
budgets for innovation5

• 23% lowered IT infrastructure cost

5

•

Reduced IT budgets

modernize are able to reduce technical debt.

Aging IT hardware is not only draining on

Research shows through IT modernization

resources, it can make supporting operations

businesses are reducing technical debt

efficiently an impossible task. Through IT

associated with IT infrastructure costs by an

modernization, businesses can cut budgets by

average of $6.67 million (5%) per year5.

optimizing hardware utilization and reducing

• 35% increased IT staff efficiency

costs related to licensing.

• 73% cut time lost due to unplanned

By ensuring higher levels of IT security and

environments, adopting newer, modern

performance, a reduction of unplanned

systems and processes enables businesses to

outages can be achieved along with

minimize revenue and productivity losses.

5

downtime5

• 69% avoided revenue loss due to
unplanned downtime5

Where a large part of organizational debt
may have been accrued from old, inefficient

improvement in data protection. Modernizing
enables enhanced team productivity and IT
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Improved IT Staff Efficiencies

the resources required by the business and

reduce unplanned outages, it also decreases

Without IT modernization, teams tend

its customers. From storage to networking,

productivity expenses on average by 73% -

to spend much more time on day-to-day

communications to servers, outdated IT can

and revenue loss by 69%5.

operations such as supporting, managing, and

hold back digital resource delivery to the

securing IT infrastructure. Managing siloed

business – costing in application development

systems, along with having to respond more

efforts.

frequently to issues and outages can result in
insufficient security as well as IT operations

With an infrastructure that requires less

inadequate for to meet customer demand.

staff time for faster delivery, organisations
can roll out new features and functionality.

Modernizing enables staff to spend more

Application development teams can create

time on other more valuable projects, and

more value for their business, with more time

managers to better leverage the skillset of

to focus on innovating with higher quality.

their team.
Enhanced IT Performance and Security
Increased IT Agility

Businesses that fail to upgrade their IT

Dated IT systems and processes can result in

environments may face significant issues

cumbersome operations that fail to meet the

relating to IT performance and security.

needs of a growing business. As strategies

Modernizing IT not only minimizes the

change, IT departments need to provide

associated costs by enabling businesses to

Meanwhile, data
protection initiatives
can and ensure a more
robust environment,
with better security
protocols that are
able to limit the risk
involved in unplanned
outages.
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Future-proofing your business
with a Trusted Advisor

As complex changes transform business

methodologies. This is thanks to our

We have the best dedicated resources on

and product consumption models, your

own digital transformation experience,

board to service our customers demand; from

organization needs to be able to carefully

and the lessons learned from our own IT

cloud migration to an enterprise architecture

balance support and maintenance of legacy

modernization journey.

approach, AI to IOT and the latest evergreen
customization techniques.

platforms, with innovation.
We’ve gone from limiting our offering to the
HSO specializes in helping companies

benefits associated with on-premise back

HSO Global Managed Services (GMS) ensure

navigate that change. We have the expertise

office, to implementing customer-centric

that your investment continues to deliver

to modernize your infrastructure, and

solutions across multinational enterprises - in

value throughout the product lifecycle. We

become more responsive to demand with

nearly every country in the world.

offer a broad spectrum of services that can

faster release cycles, improved product

be tailored to meet your individual needs –

management, and agile development

you’re in safe hands with HSO.
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Delivering with Dedication,
Re-Defining Modernization
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With the Microsoft Dynamics 365 suite on Azure - integrated into a raft of complimentary
Azure cloud based services and Apps - HSO embraces the full spectrum of the Modern
Workplace.

This includes Business Solutions, Azure &

and employee information, underlining our

added-value and benefits across all of

Applications, and Data & AI technologies,

total commitment to ensuring information

these areas, helping shape and re-define IT

which we fully utilize for the benefit of

is handled professionally and securely at all

modernization by leveraging the cloud and

supporting our customers IT modernization

times.

initiatives. Most recently, we have achieved
the internationally recognized ISO27001

From our own experience, being able to

compliance certification, adding further value

operate with flexibility, ease of use, and

to our offering. The certification proves our

complete control is key to becoming an

commitment to the security of our customer

agile organization for the future. The latest
Microsoft business cloud platform delivers

Big Data.
The potential business benefits for our
manufacturing customers are endless; we
put you in full control, enabling you to stay
ahead of the curve and secure your future.

Take the next
step

Find out more about how your
manufacturing business can leverage
the capabilities of Microsoft Dynamics
365 to transform your operations, drive
substantial bottom-line benefits and
more profitable decisions.
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Contact us:
info-us@hso.com
+1 212.502.3900

1500+ 25+ 1200+
Projects

Offices

Employees

Empire State Building | New York City | NYC, NY 10118 | T +1 212.502.3900 | info-us@hso.com

HSO has been a Microsoft Solution Integrator since 1989. As a fully mature and successful IT company, HSO currently employs 700 people and maintains a global
presence with locations in Europe, North America and Asia. HSO supports local and international companies in retail, wholesale, industry, and technical and professional
services, bringing real added value to their businesses through digital technology. This support is built on a foundation of Microsoft Dynamics 365 (CRM & ERP), Microsoft
365, and Data & AI. HSO delivers the necessary services to implement, optimise and manage these leading cloud solutions, globally, 24/7. HSO is also a member of
the Microsoft Dynamics Inner Circle and is the proud bearer of the title ‘Most Customer-Oriented Microsoft Partner’. You can find more information about HSO on http://www.hso.com/ or viaTwitter
@HSO_Tweets.

